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WHY LEADS
MARKETING GROUP?

We have a long term approach to our client relationships. Our success is your success.
We are confident in our marketing knowledge and
experience. So much so that we do not tie you to
any contract. You judge us on our performance.
We are local and understand the challenges being
faced by our clients.
We are always available to discuss performance,
changes, successes, etc.

OUR PROCESS
Meet with client to understand their industry
and determine business focus and goals.
Determine current marketing strategy being
leveraged, if any.
Analyze current landscape as it pertains to
website, SEO, SEM, Social, etc.
Strategize on a program that will help to
achieve the desired goals.

We are constantly educating ourselves on the
trends that are driving the industry.

Create & execute customized marketing plan.

We are loyal to our customers and are building a
community within our client base (internal referrals).

Measurement of performance and ongoing
refinement of marketing program.

We offer bonuses for our clients that refer new
business to us! There is nothing more satisfying
than knowing that a client appreciates what you
are doing for their business and show that by
trusting you to do the same with one of their
friends or family members!

Regular meetings/calls with client to review
performance.
Continued education of ongoing market
trends and industry changes to stay ahead
of the curve for the business

DIGITAL MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Website Design

Display Ads - Re-marketing/Re-targeting

Search Engine Marketing

Out-of-the-Box Solutions:
- Brochures
- Print Media
- Radio
- Etc.

Search Engine Optimization
Social Media Marketing
Videos

CUSTOMER
FUNNEL OVERVIEW

SOCIAL

BRAND AWARENESS

CONSIDERATIONS

INTENT

DIRECTIVE

WEBSITE

- Display Advertising
- Geo-Targetting
- Re-Marketing

- Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
- Content Creation

- Google Adwords (SEM)

- Citations
- Listing Management

- Website, User Experience, & Analytics

780-691-7200
WWW.LEADSMARKETING.CA

LEADS MARKETING GROUP
SERVICE OVERVIEW

WEBSITE DESIGN
Consultation with client to determine overall vision as a website is
a company’s Digital Storefront and needs to represent the company
properly and effectively.
Customized sitemap to drive optimal site structure.
Gather content from client for all pages such as products, services,
about us, etc.
If client is unable to provide content, LMG can create website content
for an additional fee.
Design website and gather feedback from client as to changes, etc.
Launch & host website on our local server.
Improvement & Optimization on continuous basis both during the
build and following launch.

GOOGLE ADS (SEM)
An effective Search Engine Marketing (SEM) campaign isn’t just about driving traffic to your website. It is
about driving RELEVANT & QUALIFIED leads. Our focus is never simply on the creation of the SEM campaign for your business; just as important is the focus on the experience a lead will have once they land
on your website. We focus on the following areas to ensure the best possible results for your business:
Thorough Keywords research to drive results
Consistent Optimization via performance analysis
Constant evaluation for the landing page experience
Conversion tracking
Call Tracking & recording
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
When optimizing your website with Google there are two main factors. Onsite factors and offsite factors.
ONSITE FACTORS - Onsite factors of SEO are how Google reads your website and how it views the content.
Google evaluates this information which is a factor in SEO. If done correctly, it will index you for search
terms that you want to appear for.
OFFSITE FACTORS - Offsite factors of SEO have many components. In essence, it is what other people are
saying about you and how trustworthy you are. To make this happen we have to ensure that your information
is correct and consistent across the internet.
By optimizing these areas, we can improve your organic ranking on Googles SERP or search engine
results page.

SEO DELIVERABLE #1
ONSITE SEO: (Done during website construction and updated on a monthly basis)
Title tags
Meta descriptions
Keyword optimized content
URL formatting
Header Tags
Alt tags
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OFFSITE FACTORS #2
CITATION BUILDING: (Citations are what other websites are saying about you)
Initial citation audit 							
Review from top down of the most important local citations 		
Monthly creation of citation profiles
Monthly review of citation accuracy

BACKLINKS: (These are credible links to your website to increase website score)
Two to four backlinks created per month for high competition keywords
Syndication of content
Backlink audits for poor or negative backlinks

SEO DELIVERABLE #3
MONTHLY CONTENT: (Part of the monthly fee targeted by high value keywords)
Blog creation (monthly)
Video content (as needed)
Infographics (as needed to replace a blog)
Content creation refresh (semi annually)
Additional pages (as needed – new location, services, etc.)
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SEO DELIVERABLE #4
LEADS MARKETING BLOG OPTIONS
Response Blogs - Length: 600 - 1,000 words
Response Blogs typically answer a specific question as well as any related questions about it. You can expect
3 to 5 parts which answer various questions. Written from a “kind neighbour” perspective as opposed to expert level as to not overly confuse readers. Meant to engage the average reader.
These posts answer a specific question in your niche that someone would be searching for on google. You
find that question and then you write the absolute best answer to that question. These include an external and
internal link.
These are the best types of posts to rank on Google.
Staple Blogs - Length: 800 - 1,200 words
Staple Blogs are guides on how to do something specific and are typically 5 to 10 steps long. Written from
an experienced perspective with some experiential knowledge. After writing the response blogs, it’s time to
write “staple” blogs. These are cool, shareable content like “21 ways…” and “15 unbelievable tips” type posts.
These are the posts that you can go and publicize to speed up the traffic flow to your website. These include
an external and internal links.
These posts are often used as part of email marketing campaigns.

Pilar Blogs - Length: 2,500 - 5,000 words
Pillar Blogs are large posts written solely from an expert perspective and take a deep dive in to a topic while
looking at it from all angles. These posts are also shared across the internet to other sites. They are meant
to be the definitive answer to a question, guide to a problem or explainer and can include videos, infographics and photos. There is a significant amount of research involved to do this correctly, taking anywhere from
2- 3 days to write. These posts also have citations and internal links to other areas on your site that may be
outside of the simple hosted blog page.
Pillar blogs are only used once you have written at least 15 of each of the first types of blogs
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Initial set up of social media marketing campaigns is crucial to ensure that you are monitoring and tracking to
the right data in order to measure the success of you campaign.
Gain access to platform
Ensure page is set-up using best practices
Determing objective for Social Media campaign (branding, web traffic, page engagement, etc.)
Monthly ad schedule creation to match objective
On-going monitoring of campaigns to ensure objectives are met
Gather analytics to confirm success of campaign and also build audience for future campaigns
(retargeting, look alike audience, etc.)

VIDEO
Canada is one of the highest percentage of online video viewers globally, and with
this, we look to leverage video as part of the overall strategy to engage with
potential clients and help convert leads in to sales. We leverage a few different
variations of video:
LIVE ACTION – Be it an interview style video or capturing a Business’ work being done, live action video
allows potential clients to take a glimpse in to the business being considered as well as the people behind
the business.
ANIMATED – Explainer videos are a great way to get a message across without forcing a potential client to
have to read through a large amount of content. Animated videos are eye catching and engaging and can be
used to drive additional traffic to the website.
DRONE – Drone videos are a great way to capture large scale jobs being completed. These can be used to
fly over a job site, company location and staff shot, etc..
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DISPLAY ADS
Display marketing campaigns have become vital for a business’s online strategy as it allows you to
re-engage with potential clients in the right way at the right stage of their buying cycle.
BENEFITS OF DISPLAY MARKETING
Branding – let us help you make your business a household name by getting you in front of your identified
clients through various platforms.
Top of Mind – stay in front of the clients that you want to attract until they are ready to make a purchasing
decision.
Measure of Success – Understand who is interacting with your ads and what they are doing once they reach
your website. With this information, we can determine which ads are most effective and use this to replicate
success and drive maximum leads to your business.
Leverage our data – when running along side our other product offerings such as SEM, SEO, Social Media,
etc., we are able to use data collected to further enhance performance of our Display marketing.
Cost Effective – drive targeted leads by setting you budget as high or low as you like.

OUR PROMISE TO OUR CLIENTS
Use the latest best practices in the digital marketing space.
Closely follow online trends and be aware of any industry changes.
Individually tailored advertising campaigns specific to your business goals.
Constant campaign updates to ensure optimum results.
Face to face reporting and strategy sessions.
Constant communication to ensure business goals are being met.
A commitment to a mutually beneficial partnership.
No annual contracts!

